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See also this other new name in the Mosel, and, relevantly, this recent acceptance speech for the Maurice O'Shea Award
2012 from Australia's king of Riesling, and king of screwcaps, Jeffrey Grosset.

  Reece Honibrook (pictured picking 2011 grapes above the Mosel) is not exactly a name that trips off the tongue when it
comes to a roll call of Mosel winemakers, but in 2011 this young Australian swapped surfboard and a job at the Houghton
winery in the Swan Valley, Western Australia, for the post of chief winemaker at the small family estate Römerhof in
Traben-Trarbach.

Seasoned wine enthusiasts may remember Houghton for their best-selling 'White Burgundy', a brand created in 1937 and
later renamed 'White Classic' to avoid the wrath of EU bureaucrats in general and the growers of Bourgogne in particular.

  Though Reece is by no means ashamed of his past involvement with a successful formula-wine-producing enterprise,
he relished the challenge of doing things the totally opposite way, converting from the belief in strictly reductive
winemaking to the freedom and risks of oxidative vinification. His switch was eased by a sound command of the German
language.

  His jump into the deep end of a wine culture almost diametrically opposed to the New World approach was also
considerably softened by a number of stints with some experienced German growers in 2008, including a fast learning
curve at the estate of vintner extraordinaire Clemens Busch. This was when he made his first experiences with botrytis, a
phenomenon virtually unknown in Australia except in the lab.

  The Römerhof at Mont Royal high above the village of Traben-Trarbach is by no means a newcomer to the region, as
manifold awards for the estate's wines in the past bear testimony, the most recent and prestigious being a state honour
prize (Staatsehrenpreis) in 2011. Nevertheless, with the arrival of Reece a new direction was taken to reduce the number
of wines produced from the 2011 vintage.

  The new concept certainly has its merits, particularly for those who frequently feel confused by the multitude of styles
available from just one vineyard, not to mention the names of the different sites themselves. The Römerhof itself owns 28
separate blocks in nine vineyards spread over several villages, but instead of offering a vast number of tiny parcels of
wine, Reece decided to employ the practice of blending the individually vinified batches to create just six wines, each still
with its own special character. The exclusive use of stainless steel and screwcaps is further proof that Reece has not
shed all his Australian habits, but he has become sparing in the use of sulphur, which he adds only once, after filtration
has been completed.

  The range is divided into two quality categories consisting of three entry-level wines and three premium offerings.
Though Riesling represents the great majority of the estate's plantings, there is a small amount of Rivaner, as he has
decided to call the Müller-Thurgau - just enough in 2011 to produce 1,500 litres of a dryish, cold-fermented all-rounder.
An off-dry Gutsriesling feinherb and a Gutsriesling trocken complete the set of entry-level estate wines.

  The premium wines are sold under the Necto label. I did not even realise that Necto was a Latin word until it was pointed
out to me that it means 'to tie, bind, fasten', and at the Römerhof is interpreted as the 'interlacing' of individual vineyard
characteristics to create specific styles of wine. In keeping with this philosophy, the labels on the bottles do not bear the
usual designations such as Kabinett, Spätlese, etc, but display two scales, one for body (Körper) and one for residual
sugar (Restzucker). The colouring of the bars on the scales identifies how light/full-bodied and dry/sweet the wine in the
respective bottle is.
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http://www.jancisrobinson.com/tasting_articles/ta201209231.html
http://www.clearaboutwine.com.au/wp/index.php/australian-screw-cap-initiative-awarded-the-australian-wine-industrys-most-prestigious-award/


Below are Michael's tasting notes, which he declined to score.

  Römerhof, Rivaner 2011 Mosel Drink 2012-13
  Cold-fermented in stainless steel with yeast cultures.
Attractive and quite pronounced fruity fragrance that spans quite a range from grapey to notes of apricot and nectarine.
On the dryish side with a pleasant grapefruit flavour and restrained acidity. Uncomplicated and accessible without any
pretensions of grandeur. (MS) 12.5%
  €6

  Römerhof, Gutsriesling feinherb 2011 Mosel Drink 2012-14

Though there are some gentle aromas of tropical fruit, the nose of the Riesling feinherb is far more restrained than that of
the Rivaner. The palate does not rely just on fruit but exhibits some delicate spicy and herbal notions and a fine lemony
acidity. A light, pleasant and a very suitable introduction to Riesling. (MS) 12%
€7

Römerhof, Gutsriesling trocken 2011 Mosel Drink 2012-14
Grapes for this wine came from the villages of Kröv, Wolf and Traben. Fermentation was carried out with a mix of
spontaneous and cultured yeasts.
An almost perfumed nose combines floral aromas with the fruit of peaches and apricots and a smidgeon of icing sugar.
Generous taste of juicy fruit including sweet lemon and grapefruit is supported by sound acidity and the merest dab of
minerality. (MS) 12%
€7

  Römerhof, Necto I Riesling trocken 2011 Mosel Drink 2012-15
  A blend from the slatey slopes of the Kröver Steffensberg and Trabener Würzgarten, mostly vinified by wild ferment.5g/l
RS.
Though restrained, there is still a noticeable smokey minerally element on the nose. The slaty tangent lifts the Necto I
beyond the merely fruity and its backbone is strengthened further by substantial acidity. Almost tactile and with a long
finish to boot. (MS) 12%
  €9.50

Römerhof, Necto II Riesling feinherb 2011 Mosel Drink 2012-15
Fermentation 75% spontaneous, RS 21 g/l, TA 7.4 g/l.
Quite complex on the nose with floral, spicy and slaty notions mingling with a gentle buttery aroma and even a hint of
honey on toast. On the palate the sweet tangent is supported further by flavours of orange peel and icing sugar, but a
fresh and kicking acidity banishes any worries of a wine whose sole aim would be not to offend. Clean, long and
refreshing. The residual sugar does not get to dominate at any stage. (MS)

  Römerhof, Necto III Kröver Steffensberg Riesling 2011 Mosel Drink 2012-19
  From the lower slopes of the Kröver Steffensberg, the grapes of 40-year-old vines were picked mid October to produce a
wine with RS 100 g/l and TA 8.4 g/l.
A distinctive golden hue is the first clue to a noble sweet wine, and a scent which combines honeyed aromas with notes
of orange marmalade confirms our dessert wine suspicions. On the palate sweet grapefruit and orange work well with a
fresh honeyed expression, while a substantial degree of acidity and an almost sherbety mouthfeel bring a refreshingly
lively angle to the balance. (MS) 7.5%   
  €15 
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